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The filming for sure-to-be-blockbuster movie Pretty Young Assassins has wrapped, and teen movie

star Kaitlin Burke returns to life on the set of primetime drama Family Affair. After ten seasons

filming, she would have thought that she could see it all coming, but with a plotting new actress on

set, all bets are off. The new diva, Alexis, makes even Sky seem like a puppy in comparison. Can

Kaitlin keep her sane boyfriend, her insane job, and her composure in the face of this new star

power?
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As a Senior Editor at the former Teen People, Jen Calonita has interviewed everyone from Zac

Efron to Justin Timberlake. Jen's currently at work on a new series called Belles, about dueling

cousins raised in a privileged southern community, which will debut in spring 2012. She lives in New

York with her husband, sons Dylan and Tyler, and chihuahua Captain Jack Sparrow. Jen invites you

to visit her online at jencalonitaonline.com

Yep, in this book Kaitlin and Sky both grow up a lot. And just when you think things are going to get

settled, they get worse.To me, this is the best book in the series, thus far. Why? Kaitlin has growing

pains, but she doesn't have problems with Austin. And Austin is an awesome boyfriend. Better than

ever before.And Family Affairs is going to go through a lot in this book and it's going to have an

interesting denouement.



This is the third in a series of books about a fictional teen tv and movie star and what it's like to be

an "it girl." I am an adult who is reading these books along with her 14-year-old sister. I enjoy the

books. After she read this one, my sister said she thinks it's the best of the three. I can agree with

that. One thing I like is that, as opposed to adult-oriented "hollywood insider" novels, this one shows

the perks and strains of being famous and what it's like to be on the inside of the Hollywood

machine without throwing in the coarse sex details and the jaded pessimism that comes of living in

an image-obsessed, self-oriented society.So, I can recommend it. I give it five stars for being a

success in its genre. It's a fun, non-challenging read that will make you appreciate being boring to

the tabloids while making you wish you could get the spa visits and free gifts the celebrities get. It's

fun.

My fourteen year old daughter received the first book in this series for Christmas and loved it. She

has since downloaded the next two on my kindle. I had to wrestle it away from her to read my book.

I am making her wait for the fourth book until our trip to Michigan, since she goes through them so

fast. So, I would recommend any books for young adults that get them excited to read!

I highly suggest this book. It is heart touching i could put it down. Read this book ir youll be sorry

I like this book bc it was easy to read and just like the movie hahaha it's a great book

My 13 year old daughter is not much of a reader, but really likes this series and has asked me to

keep buying each book after she finishes the last one.

It's so dramatic! I fell in love with this series! I think that it is a great book and the story line is

amazing!

This is great book the most unexpected happens its just that you buy the next one because it leaves

you on a hang nail
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